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goods, although the number and type of shops is fair for a small market town.
There is a relatively high representation of services, which comprise 50% of
all units, higher than the national average.
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BASELINE SITUATION

Overall representation of business and office premises is good, notably the
major office development by the Press Association (pictured, below) which
has a significant impact on the town
centre. The overall presence of
pubs, cafes and restaurants in the
centre is judged to be fair, along
with financial and professional
services
and
cultural
and
entertainment facilities. The Ashes
playing field next to the town centre
provides a good range of sports and
leisure facilities.

The Study has made an assessment of the baseline situation, identifying where
Howden town centre is in terms of vitality and viability today. This is set out
below to explain how Howden town centre is performing at present and to
provide an indication of how it could be improved in the future.
General assessment
Howden town centre is small and compact, retaining an attractive and historic
character. There is no significant retail or other floor space located outside the
town centre in Howden and the absence of competing out-of-centre retail
means that this factor rated as good in relation to the centre’s vitality and
viability.
Whilst welcoming the approved mixed use development to the east of
Hailgate, the consultation workshop sounded a note of caution:
The Supermarket coming into the town is a key issue for retail and there is a
need to ensure the benefits are harnessed in terms of spreading the positive
impacts of increased visits to the town centre, and also that the negative
impacts are responded to in terms of any losses of trade for smaller retailers.

Retailer Representation
Howden has only two multiple retailers but has a good variety of specialist
and independent shops including a sweet shop, florist, cheese shop, clothes
and gifts. The low level of national
retailers present is not unusual for
district centres. There is a small
street market and an indoor market,
which is rated as fair, along with
the availability of food shopping.
There
are
some
attractive
shopfronts
in
the
centre,
particularly on market place
(pictured, right). There are no low
quality discount shops and only one
charity shop exists.

Beyond the recently approved development to the rear of Hailgate, there is
very little physical capacity for growth or change within the existing town
centre boundary and the capacity for growth or change is rated as poor.
However, this lack of capacity is not a limitation on Howden’s role as a local
service centre. It is able to fulfill this role without any physical expansion of
the town centre.
Diversity of Main Town Centre Uses
Howden has a reasonable diversity of uses for a small district centre given its
relationship with Goole. Shopping provision mainly comprises of convenience
2
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Vacant Properties
Further car parking in the centre is proposed as part of the approved
development to the rear of Hailgate.

Howden has 7 vacant units, a rate similar to the national average at 11%.
Vacant floorspace and vacant premises do not have a negative effect on the
centre.

Customer Views and Behaviour
Although the household survey results in relation to Howden are not
statistically reliable, there is however an indication that there is a good level of
satisfaction with the centre, and no major need for changes and improvements
were noted in the survey. There is good potential for shoppers to link trips to
the development east of Hailgate with visits to other shops and services in the
centre.

Pedestrian Flows
The volume of pedestrian flow in the town centre varied at the times of our
visits. The centre has a vibrant lunch time economy because of visits by PA
office workers. The development of this could help to strengthen the town
centre offer overall. Many positive comments were made such as:

Safety and Security

The Press Association building and training centre has created around 700
high value jobs to the town centre and brings a vibrant lunch time economy
(geared towards Paninis and bagels).

There is no CCTV in Howden but based on our professional judgment we rate
the feeling of security in the town centre as good. The workshop commented
that there is a low perception of crime in the centre.

Accessibility

Environmental Quality

Accessibility factors in terms of ease
of movement (pedestrians, cyclists
and the less mobile) and to main
attractions is good. There is good
signage in the Market Place to
destinations in Howden. Car parking
and public transport area rated as fair.
As evidenced in the health check
survey
(pictured,
right),
the
consultations workshop cautioned
that:
Free limited on-street parking fills up quickly and there is a strong perception
that people won’t find a parking space in the town centre, therefore don’t go
to Howden to shop. The pay car park (off Hailgate) does usually have free
space, but there seems a reluctance to have to pay in order to quickly drop
into shops.

Howden has an attractive townscape. The overall
score on the physical appearance of retail and
commercial properties is 3.5 out of a possible
score of 5. 49% of properties were rated as fair
and a further 37% as good. This is the same score
as in our 2001 survey. It is a very attractive centre
with the ruins of the Minster forming a very
distinctive feature. The workshop agreed that
Howden has a clean, largely graffiti-free
environment but public realm improvements are
needed to increase environmental quality.
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SWOT ANALYSIS

RELATIONSHIP WITH LOCAL STRATEGIES

Strengths

The implementation of the recommendations set
out in this report should be undertaken within the
context of a number of relevant documents. These
include the draft Howden Conservation Area
Appraisal (August 2008), which recommends that
shop fronts should be of timber construction with
the main elements in proportion to each other,
broadly to reflecting the centre’s historic and
traditional character and vernacular (e.g.
proportions of the classical orders) In relation to
the display of advertisements, the Appraisal
recommends the discouragement of signs that
clutter an individual building’s facade or the street
scene or detract from their appearance and character. Advertisements above
fascia level with internally illuminated or projecting Perspex box signs are
inappropriate and should be resisted.

• Lack of competing retail floorspace outside the centre
• Good provision of business and office premises, including the
revitalising effect of the PA offices on the centre
• Good sports & leisure facilities (Ashes playing field)
• Improved shopper satisfaction with the centre
• Compact town centre with key facilities close together
• Successful Conservation area partnership schemes (CAPS) over the last
10 years have brought many buildings/ upper floors back into use,
increasing town centre activity
• Easy movement and access to main attractions
• Good quality open spaces and landscaping
Weaknesses
• lack of capacity for growth or change in the centre
• lack of hotel provision
• relatively low number of multiple comparison goods retailers in the
centre
• Car parking provision perceived as being inadequate

ROLE AND FUNCTION
This study has identified Howden as a District Centre in the hierarchy of
centres, providing a range of facilities and services for its relatively rural
catchment area. This classification is consistent with the number of shops and
services, total turnover, market share within the East Riding and the overall
health of the centre. Howden’s level of vitality and viability is consistent and
above average. Howden is a relatively small district centre, similar in size and
status to Hedon, Market Weighton and Withernsea, although the presence of
the Press Association does give it a difference emphasis in terms of function
and provides opportunities for the town centre. It is smaller than the larger
district centres of Pocklington, Cottingham, Hessle and Hornsea.

Opportunities
• Improvement to shopping provision and car parking through new
development to the rear of Hailgate
Threats
• Not fully realising the potential benefits of new development to the rear
of Hailgate

Howden’s function is partly defined by the town’s location adjacent to the
M62 motorway and its proximity to Goole and neighbouring Selby on the
4
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main enabling people to commute to work outside the town. The recently
established Press Association offices attract people to live and work in the
town and to commute into the town, revitalizing the town centre economy.
Howden is not an isolated town and it has good communications links and
infrastructure. It is a small centre but it has developed a range of facilities that
is appropriate to its size. The Co-operative within the town centre helps to
retain some spending within the town and the recently approved development
to the east of Hailgate will provide further convenience shopping facilities. As
a small centre it can rely to some extent on the services provided by other
nearby towns such specialist professional services, particularly Goole and
Selby (outside the East Riding and it does therefore not have to supply all its
own needs. It dies however, provide the necessary support for workers at the
Press Association and there may be a growth in supporting services as a result.
Its historic and compact character makes it an attractive town centre with the
potential to attract more visitors to the Minster.

site of the Howden Minster (pictured, right) and adjacent car parking area into
the town centre to reflect the importance of these sites to its function.
It is proposed that the primary shopping area is defined to comprise Market
Place (primary shopping frontage), High Bridge, Bridgegate and Hailgate.
MANAGEMENT
The key management task identified for Howden is to maintain and improve
its overall vitality and viability score of 3.4 which it has maintained between
2001 and 2008. An opportunity for improvement is in respect of servicing the
needs of the Press Association building, particularly with a strengthening of
support services into the evening economy. It is important in Howden to
ensure that development opportunities east of Hailgate are supported by the
implementation of projects to maintain and enhance the centre’s general
environmental quality and attractiveness.

The following case studies referred to in Section 2 are of particular relevance
to Howden in terms of best practice in market towns:
• Barnard Castle Vision
• Selsey High Street Vision and Action Plan.

ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A significant number of issues have been identified as a result of the
consultation and our investigations for the study. These must be seen however
in the context that the centre scores reasonably well in respect of its vitality
and viability compared with other towns in the East Riding and the UK.
Addressing the matters raised would lead to an improvement in its current
position. The issues identified are set out below with our recommendations
for action.

LAND USE ISSUES
In analysing the future scale of development in
the town, and given that remaining development
opportunities are constrained in the town, a fairly
limited requirement for additional retail
floorspace has been identified in Howden. The
planning approval for the mixed use development
of the former depot site to the east of Hailgate,
including a supermarket, would appear to meet
this modest capacity in the town centre. It is
considered appropriate to incorporate the historic

Community
Issues
Re-establish a town centre
panel/ Chamber to drive
improvements in the centre
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Recommendations
Raise awareness and ascertain interest in
forming a group of traders.
Appoint co-ordinator to arrange meetings
and action discussions and
recommendations.
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Culture and Heritage
Issues
Retain and enhance Howden’s
cultural and heritage offer

Development
Issues
Opportunities for change
within the centre, provision of
additional parking and food
shopping
Redevelopment of Shire Hall

Economy
Issues
Limited comparison goods
shopping and
provision of hotels and
restaurants in the
centre
Worsening investment by
retailers
Opportunity to use the Minster
to draw people into the town
Impact of new supermarket

Environment
Recommendations
Increase marketing and implement
Howden CA Appraisal recommendations to
provide improvements to the built
environment for the benefit of town centre
users and visitors

Recommendations
environmental quality in the
Conservation Area Partnership will
town centre could be improved improve the use of commercial buildings
Public realm improvements are needed
Transport
Issues
Perception that free limited onstreet parking and cheaper/
easier parking needed

Recommendations
A car parking review is currently taking
place to address parking issues and provide
practical solutions. New Hailgate
development will provide a proportion of
further car parking. The environmental
impacts on any parking proposals need to be
considered fully
Pavements along Market Place The Local Transport Plan (LTP) includes
are
a number of specific transport measures
narrow, uneven with poor road relating to the town centre. Any new
crossings
proposals/measures should be advanced in
the review of the LTP.

Recommendations
Approved mixed use development east of
Hailgate to comprise a small convenience
supermarket and parking
Follow up recommendation contained in
the Howden Renaissance Strategy

Recommendations
This is perhaps a function of Howden’s role
and size as a local service centre rather than
a principal shopping or tourist destination

Encourage investment through grant
funding. New Hailgate development would
provide noticeable investment.
Incorporate the Minster into tourism/visitor
promotion
Monitor impact of new supermarket and
promote linked trips between it and the
town centre.
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MONITORING AND REVIEW
The performance of the town centre should be monitored on an annual basis
with the following key indicators being monitored against the measured
baseline so that any trends can be identified and acted upon promptly. The
East Riding of Yorkshire Council should set out trigger points in the
monitoring scheme for action to be initiated.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changes in the number and type of town centre units
Number and type of independent shops
Changes in retail floorspace
Number of charity shops
Vacancy rate in relation to baseline and national average
Number of car parking spaces
Number of cars parked (by location, including new supermarket)
Pedestrian counts in key locations
Physical appearance of properties (average score).
Surveys of visitor numbers.
Restaurant and pub provision/use
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APPENDIX 1: PROPOSED HOWDEN TOWN CENTRE MAP
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